Treadmill Reviews Rate Compact
LifeSpan Treadmill Best Treadmill
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Dec. 15 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The new compact
LifeSpan TR200 folding treadmill, made by PCE Health and Fitness
(www.LifeSpanFitness.com), was highly praised by treadmill review groups in
recent reviews of the best treadmills for 2010. The compact TR200 folding
treadmill received awards for Best New Treadmill, Recommended Unique Design,
and Best Treadmill under $1000.
The compact LifeSpan TR200 treadmill is designed for light use walking
indoors in small workout spaces. “This category buster is a very compact
treadmill that could be stored under something that has about 12 inch
clearance,” says the leading consumer products testing group who selected the
TR200 treadmill as a Recommended pick for its Unique Design. Treadmill Doctor
also praised the compact LifeSpan TR200 treadmill as “One of the most
innovative new treadmills in an industry that is lacking in regard to
innovation.”
Finally, Fitness Professor says the TR200 folding treadmill is “Perfect for
those looking for a simple, easy-to-use AND easy-to-store walking treadmill.
Hands down the TR200 is our Head of the Class winner for treadmills under
$1,000!”
The LifeSpan TR200 folding treadmill is contemporary, convenient and sized
perfectly for light users looking for a simple, portable walking treadmill.
This compact folding treadmill is surprisingly sturdy, yet small enough to
use in any workout space. It has features not found on similar treadmills
such as incline to simulate uphill walking, contact heart rate sensors to
monitor heart rate, and built-in speakers with premium sound for mp3 tunes.
The intuitive console features a large, easy-to-use display with six exercise
programs, motivating readouts and quick speed and incline buttons. All this
plus it comes fully assembled and ready to use right out of the box.
The compact TR200 treadmill folds quickly and easily to store under a bed, in
a closet or behind a door. Unlike most folding treadmills where the deck
folds up, the TR200’s unique design allows the handlebars to fold down and
lay flat on the treadmill deck, making it ideal to store vertically or
horizontally at only 11 inches thin.
Bruce Pechman, independent fitness equipment reviewer, sums up the TR200
treadmill saying: “I love it! It has a rock solid frame and combines high-end
treadmill features and attributes with the bonus of folding away quickly and
easily.”
More information: www.Lifespanfitness.com.
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